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CBeach Cannes
45 boulevard de la Croisette, 06400 Cannes
+33 4 93 38 14 59 ; events@groupeboucau.fr
www.cannesbeach.eu

Facebook : @plagecbeach

Instagram : @cbeachcannes

CBeach, a unique experience

A few minutes walk from the Palais des Festivals is enough to reach this
prestigious address, which has been in business for more than ten years.
The private CBeach beach invites you to discover a colorful and tasty
Mediterranean cuisine with a focus on fresh and seasonal products.
In the dining room, Éric and his team welcome you to a world inspired by the
seaside and travel. Sun mirrors and «cosy» armchairs are mixed with the
elements borrowed from folk and bohemian culture.

Cannes, a privileged destination

From the modest fishermen village to the cultural world-famous seaside resort,
Cannes has forged a singular history, made of passions and timely encounters as
in the most beautiful love stories. The key moments in the history at Cannes.
Historians located the presence of the first occupants one century before Jesus
Christ, The Ligurians. These transalpine people who
dominated the western end of the known world of the time, settled on a
promontory, the actual Le Suquet, and erected an oppidum or fortified camp.
No archaeological vestige does attest to the occupation of the site by the Ligurians, but they were named barbaric by the Greek
geographer Strabon.
Turn and look to the sea
to find traces of these early tourists.

An exceptional location

Ideally located on the Croisette, 5 min. walk from the Palais des Festivals and
close to the hotels in the center of Cannes, customers enjoy a view of the city.
exceptional on a sea protected by an immense bay, and a beach of fine sand.
Parking access
- Parking du Gray D’Albion : 3 minutes on foot
- Parking Palais Stephanie Cannes : 2 minutes on foot
- Parking at the train station: 4 minutes on foot
Access to the train station
- Cannes train station : 8 minutes by foot

The restaurant
and its terrace
Cannes,
une destination
privilégiée

A restaurant completely redesigned and renovated in 2020 with a refined,
elegant and modern decoration with clean lines. A terrace with a breathtaking
view of the Lérins islands.
Sun mirrors and rattan hanging armchairs blend with the elements.
borrowed from folk and bohemian culture.
The Provençal-inspired beach is perfect for a meal with friends, family and
also for business lunches.
It’s an ode to the lively, festive and friendly Mediterranean, where every
moment is unique and provides unforgettable experiences.

The beach

Exceptional outdoor relaxation areas with :
- 180 deckchairs on the beach
- a «Espace Privilège» composed of 8 lounge areas to enjoy the view with a
cocktail during the day or in the evening.
In season the beach is supervised by a lifeguard.

The menu

Chef Thomas Bongrand invites guests to
discover a colorful and tasty cuisine with a
focus on fresh and seasonal products.
He offers a menu combining a cuisine with
Mediterranean accents.
Whether for lunch, a gourmet break or dinner,
the Chef will awaken the taste buds of the
guests.
On the menu, squid snacked «de peur» and
salted potatoes, truffle puntalette, Thai
salalde, or lamb epigram with for dessert or to
taste the salted butter caramelized apple pie.
Since the start of the new school year, the real
bouillabaisse is added to the menu and
can be found on the menu every Sunday.
Wines from great wineries and
of local producers accompany the shellfish
and meats which are tasted with feet in the
sand facing the bay of Cannes and the Lérins
islands.

Spaces

The Cbeach offers to a clientele of individuals but also professionals,
the possibility to organize the biggest events.
With a total of about 600m2 the Cbeach has different spaces:
- Indoor restaurant (roof and bay windows opening completely)
- Terrace on the restaurant side (with the possibility of having a tent)
- Outdoor lounge bar
- Beach
- Indoor lounge bar
Space capacity :
INTERIOR
60 people
Terrace on the restaurant side 110 persons (possibility to close with a tent)
traditional curved)
Total seated 170 people
COCKTAIL
150 people in the interior restaurant + terrace (possibility to close with a blind and crystal)
Total cocktail 600 people with the restaurant, lounge and beach areas.
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The organization of events

Our objective is to satisfy the demand of individuals and professionals in the best
possible way. We organize receptions, lunches, buffets, gala dinners, fashion shows,
product launches, anniversaries and prestigious weddings.
The decoration can be adapted to specific requests and we can propose you our
providers in decoration, animation, sound & lights, hostess service, shuttles, security
agents...
OUR SERVICES
Provision of infrastructure
- Outdoor covered terrace 160m2
- Toilets, showers
- Changing rooms
- Existing furniture
- Staff: Kitchen Brigade, Room Staff, Bartender, Beach Staff, Lifeguard and
optional Security Guard

MATERIAL INCLUDED
- 100 restaurant tables
- 200 restaurant chairs
- 180 mattresses + deckchairs
- 2 bars inside and outside
- Possibility of a heated terrace
- DJ booth
EQUIPMENT
- High-end sound system
- Micro
- Dimmable lighting
- Good Wifi connection

Contact

Karine Jeandeau
Marketing Director
Tel : +33(0)4 93 68 68 96
events@groupeboucau.fr
www.cannesbeach.eu
Instagram : @cbeachcannes
Facebook : @plagecbeach

